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FOSTA-SESTA 

IS AFFECTING 

 LEGIT DATING SITES 



The fallout from the FOSTA-SESTA law is continuing.  
 
As so many predicted, the law is harming consensual sex
workers and now... regular dating sites.  
 
I came across a story about a site called Pounced.org.  
 
I hadn't heard of it, but then again I'm not interested in
cosplay in furry animal outfits. 
 
Pounced.org is (soon to be shutdown) a dating site for
those (around the world) who love to dress up as furry
animals and engage in foreplay and friendship with other
'furries'.   
 
Now, before you dismiss this, let me tell you how
Pounced.org (closing July 1st/2018) affects you and your
right to free speech on the internet. 
 
First, some quick back story, Pounced.org, launched in
March 2003. It was a free, location-based service to help
furries meet other furries.  
 
This was literally a world wide site. People from around the
globe would connect on the Pounced forum.  
 
They would make arrangements to meet up locally or go to
a national or international conference to wear fur and play. 
 
According to Wikifur, (Yes, there is such a site. That's how
serious a niche this is.) over 71,000 users and 13,000
personal ads were listed in 2016. 
 
Wikifur has dozens of “Fur-Cons” scheduled to take place
around the world this year.  
 
Think Santa-Con, which has descended on New York City
in recent years in December. Except, instead of red hats
think bunny costumes. 
 
The site launched in 2003! How many sites are around
today that started out then? Very few.  
 
Because of the broadly written and widely interpreted
meaning of the FOSTA-SESTA law the US government
can come after sites like Pounced.org.  
 
 
Since it's a small group of people who run the site, mostly
on a volunteer basis, as the site was completely free to
use, they do not have the resources to fight any legal
backlash. 
 
 

THAT'S what FOSTA-SESTA has done. 
 
That's right. FOSTA-SESTA has stopped Mickey Mouse
from meeting the Easter Bunny.  
 
It also means you have less freedom online. Just because
you or I hadn't heard of Pounced.org doesn't mean it didn't
have it's place on the net.  
 
If you read through their very short and sweet About Section
it says this: 
 
“Pounced.org was founded as a way for members of the
furry fandom to meet each other, and had since become the
primary furry personals site on the internet. It was founded
by furs and for furs, it is run by volunteers.” 
 
THAT's what FOSTA-SESTA has done. It has shutdown the
furry fandom and their coming for you next.  
 
Don't think so? Get this.... 
 
A quick Google search popped up loads of stats on the furry
fandom community around the world. 
 
It's obvious this is a deeply devoted fan base. Pounced.org
spawned websites started by its members. Pounced.org
help to create friendships.  
 
The offshoot websites  connected people of the same furry
mindset. Pounced.org helped to promote national and
international conferences where furries from all over could
meet.  
 
I have to ask... where is the harm in all of this? 
 
As stated on dogpatch.press - there were hook ups. 
http://dogpatch.press/2018/03/27/pounced-closes  
 
When planning a trip to a FurCon, furries would connect via
the forum on Pounced.org. In doing so they would make
arrangements to share a room together. 
 
These plans were made between consenting adults set up
ahead of time.  
 
Whose business is it if the fellow furries shared a room
together, split the cost and got defuzzed together? 
 
But THAT is what FOSTA-SESTA has done.  
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As far as I can tell, there have been no improvements in regard
to catching sex traffickers because of the FOSTA-SESTA law.  
 
You'd think politicians would want to shout if from the roof tops
if they had been successful. 
 
The few dating sites who seem immune to FOSTA-SESTA are
the big sites like Match.com, Cupid.com and Tinder. 
 
They have the resources to hire a legal team and employees to
monitor and keep the site within compliance of the laws. Once
again it's the little guy who gets screwed. 
 
Let's just vote these fools out of office. Check the Cannabis
section on the midterm elections. If you don't know where or
when to vote there are links on the page in the Cannabis
section.  
 
I have made the suggestion to vote for candidates who support
liberal marijuana laws because they tend to be the most
progressive thinkers.  
 
It means they're the most likely to have the foresight and
(hopefully) guts to call for an amendment to the FOSTA-
SESTA law. 

https://en.wikifur.com/wiki/WikiFur_Furry_Central

https://www.freespeechcoalition.com/priorities/policy/ses
ta-fosta-section-230/

The foresight of CDA 230  
https://www.eff.org/issues/cda230 

Understand How FOSTA-SESTA Affects Your Internet USE 
https://cdt.org/insight/frequently-asked-questions-section-
230-sex-trafficking-and-current-legislation/ 

SESTA 
https://legiscan.com/US/bil
l/SB1693/2017 

FOSTA 
https://legiscan.com/US/bill
/HB1865/2017 

It's happening. The thing we never thought would happen in
America. We are losing our freedoms.  
 
Fight back by voting for progressives and staying informed.
More to come on FOSTA-SESTA.  

https://youtu.be/hp0TjV8gG-Q

https://youtu.be/GrP0tvoUgd4

Pounced.org

http://www.sugardaddysite.org/how-FOSTA-SESTA-affect-sugar-daddy-sites.html
https://en.wikifur.com/wiki/WikiFur_Furry_Central
https://www.freespeechcoalition.com/priorities/policy/sesta-fosta-section-230/
https://www.eff.org/issues/cda230
https://legiscan.com/US/bill/HB1865/2017
http://www.thebodyhouse.biz/
http://pounced.org/
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VOTE For Pot 
In The 2018 
Midterms! 

 

PROGRESSIVE   
POLITICIANS  

SUPPORT 
MARIJUANA!
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One of the best ways to help a burgeoning medical
marijuana industry flourish is by voting for politicians who
support it. The people we vote into office this year will have
tremendous influence on the pot industry both locally and
federally. 
 
Primary Day 
 
Tuesday June 5th is a primary voting day in several states;
California, Alabama, Iowa, New Jersey, New Mexico, and
South Dakota. 
 
California is the largest and probably the most important
state in terms of changing the marijuana laws; both locally
and on the federal level too.  
 
2018 is a year of primaries. It's a year where we have a
chance to vote into office true progressive candidates. The
best way to do that is vote for the candidates who support
progressive marijuana laws. 
 
New Administration 
 
Since the new administration took over in January of 2017,
we've seen tremendous chaos and rollbacks of the worst
kind. Our federal politicians are changing policy to make
sure their pockets and their kid's pockets stay full for
generations.  
 
They're passing laws that make the internet less free. The
corruption oozing from the current White House is eroding
our freedoms. 
 
We can fight back against this kind of authoritarianism by
voting for progressive politicians. It's easy to tell who the
progressives are. They're the ones who support marijuana
businesses.  
 
Big Pharma 
 
We're in the throws of an opioid crisis. Big pharma has
politicians in their pocket. Why shouldn't marijuana, a
naturally grown product, that's been used for centuries to
cure essentially the same types of ailments opioids were
made to do, be available as a viable option? 
 
Check out the resources in the next column to learn more
about big pharma, marijuana-vs-opiates, and where to vote
in your local midterm primaries during 2018. 
 

Find out where to vote in your midterm elections
and campaigns:  
 
https://www.usa.gov/election-office

Info on elections: 
https://www.usa.gov/midterm-state-and-local-
elections

Marijuana and Opiates:  
https://www.marijuanadoctors.com/blog/marijua
na-vs-opiates/ 
 

https://www.hhs.gov/opioids/about-the-
epidemic/index.html

 
http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-
campaigns/2018-state-primary-election-
dates.aspx 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/ethan-rome/big-
pharma-pockets-711-bi_b_3034525.html

https://www.leafly.com/news/politics/what-to-
watch-for-in-californias-primary-on-tuesday

https://www.statnews.com/2018/01/02/opioid-
epidemic-impact-children/

https://www.usa.gov/election-day

***Politicians who are in favor of supporting
marijuana businesses tend to be more
progressive in general.  
 
These are the politicians who will most likely
amend the horrible FOSTA-SESTA law.***
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"I need a 

psychic!"

http://e8454yz2d9ws6cf83egkxi169e.hop.clickbank.net/
http://e8454yz2d9ws6cf83egkxi169e.hop.clickbank.net/
http://e8454yz2d9ws6cf83egkxi169e.hop.clickbank.net/


A Royal 
Split

PSYCHIC PREDICTION

Everyone loves making predictions. But what 

happens when you do it for a living? What 

happens when you're wrong? So let's ask why 

and how psychics go about making predictions. 

 

First, not all psychics make predictions. Why? 

Because not all psychic information is meant 

be predictive. 

 

Also, not every psychic has the ability to pick 

up future events. There are dozens of psychic 

abilities. 

 

Just like most athletes have an aptitude for one 

or maybe two sports, they can't perform every 

sport equally well, if at all. 

 

So it is with psychic abilities. 

 

Now, I will say, everyone is “psychic” to some 

degree or another. Think of the word 'psychic' 

as intuition or your inner voice. 

 

Then there are those who seem to live closer to 

spirit (the etheric unknown) than others. Some 

of these psychics receive information in regard 

to future events and happenings. 

 

Making predictions is a type of ability within 

the psychic community which not everyone has. 

 

To some, it's like predicting the weather. There 

is some guess work mixed in with a lot of 

science. Psychic predictions are similar. 
N O M A D I C   |   2 4

https://lyndsayedwards.com/prince-harry-meghan-markle-psychic-prediction-update-2018/
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Then of course, there is the issue of free will. No psychic has dominion 

over that. Things change when you throw human decision making into 

the mix. 

 

Next, how do psychics come to their predictions? 

 

Here is an excerpt from psychics-predictions.com that sums up how 

a psychic gets their information: 

 

          “The truth is that a real psychic will see only what they are 

given, and they cannot say in advance what they “will” see for anyone. 

A true psychic reading is a connection to a spiritual realm where they 

can receive information meant to help you to make good decisions or 

take correct action, or to enlighten you with insight into your life and 

give guidance. 

 

          Think of it like a a stereo tuner that can tune into different 

channels and pick up what is being broadcast. What they receive is 

what they receive. A real psychic cannot control what they receive. 

 

          A responsible, honest psychic will let you know what they are 

getting and will also let you know when they cannot give you some 

information you may want to know. To pretend they have all the 

answers is just plain unethical and part and parcel of the imitation 

psychic industry.” 

 

                                                    *** 

Ok, so now that we know how and why let's see what psychics say 

about the recent royal marriage. 

 

Prince Harry and American actress Meghan Markle first met in May of 

2016 in Toronto, Canada where she was filming the TV show Suits. 

 

They began dating officially just a couple of months later. They were 

engaged in November of 2017. A year and a half after they first laid 

eyes on one another. 

 

Personally, I think a year and a half is barely enough time to get to 

know a potential life partner. Especially when one of them is a 

member of the royal family of England. I can only imagine the 

responsibilities and duties Harry faces on a daily basis. 

 

Although, both of them are in their mid 30s which is a perfect time in 

life to marry. Meghan was born in 1981 and Harry in 1984.  

 
T H E  B O D Y  H O U S E  C H R O N I C L E S  
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-5223691/Psychic-predicts-Meghan-Markle-Harry-wont-last.html
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However, there seems to be a growing group of 

independent psychics who see the couple arguing and 

splitting up. 

 

Psychics say that the arguing began during the 

engagement. In fact, some predicted the royal wedding 

would be called off! 

 

Since that didn't happen, they are predicting a very rocky 

road. The longer Meghan and Harry stay together the more 

miserable they will be. Especially Harry. 

 

He fell for Meghan hard and fast and will wonder how it 

soured so quickly. I don't know them of course, but the 

psychics say they are both very strong willed and are 

therefore butting heads. 

 

Here is a prediction from a well known UK psychic Lindsay 

Edwards: 

 

          ".....  To be honest after spirits last update I felt a 

little deflated and sad that two people are going to enter a 

marriage that spirit say isn’t best for them and so publicly, 

free will is a beautiful gift that God gave each and every 

one of us but it can make my job difficult at times as I see 

so much but still have to stand back and watch people 

make their own choices and learn from them – if only 

everyone could hear spirit aye, what a perfect world we’d 

live in, although I fully understand that if this was the case 

then none of us would ever learn anything in life and our 

souls are here to grow and learn hence why we were given 

the beautiful gift of free will!" 

 

Here's another site, astromojo.com where the psychic uses 

a lot of astrology charting to determine their compatibility. 

This is what it says:   

  

          "...Sorry I wish I could say something different but I 

don’t believe this marriage will be very happy or last long. 

There is also still the possibility they will call off the 

wedding all together at the last minute. Saturn is also 

square Juno the asteroid associated with love and 

marriage. 

 

          The longer the marriage endures, the more pain it will 

cause. As time goes on, the sparkle will fade from Prince 

Harry’s eyes and the weight of the unhappy union will be 

difficult to hide from his expression. The seriousness of the 

situation will be too much to bare." 

 

It continues....

           I feel that not long after Harry and Meghan get 

married, Harry will start to feel tied down or weighted down 

by the whole responsibility of marriage or see her in a 

negative light. He will have to face extreme changes in his 

behavior and lifestyle that he might not be very 

comfortable with as well with Uranus in opposition to Pluto. 

His life will be drastically different between the wedding 

date and the end of April 2019." 

 

Ouch. 

 

By the way, there are a bunch of psychics who say Princess 

Diana's spirit will be watching the wedding of Harry and 

Meghan.   

 

Well, I could have told you that.... 

 

Below are links to the sites and sources I found for these 

predictions.  

 

To check out predictions for 2018 you gotta read these... 

 

https://www.inquisitr.com/4708983/psychics-and- 

pundits-offer-2018-predictions-on-donald-trump- 

approval-ratings-and-meghan-markle/ 

https://astromojo.com/prince-harry-and-meghan- 

markle-predictions/

https://www.cnn.com/2017/11/27/europe/prince-harry- 

meghan-markle/index.html

http://www.celebitchy.com/561240/psychic_predicts_pri 

nce_harry_meghan_wont_even_make_it_five_years/

Video of 2018 psychic predictions: 

http://psychics.co.uk/blog/predictions/ 

 

How psychics arrive at predictions: 

https://psychics-predictions.com/psychics-predict-future/

Science and Psychics - The Connection is Real 

 

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/physics/forces- 

newtons-laws/newtons-laws-of-motion/a/what-is- 

newtons-third-law 
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SEX 

FOSTA-SESTA www.fostaupdates.com 

http://abcnews.go.com/US/backpage-ceo-carl-ferrer-pleads-guilty- 

conspiracy-money/story?id=54436569 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us- 

news/backpage-ceo-carl-ferrer-says-he-ll-testify-against-site-n865616 

https://www.engadget.com/2018/04/27/suicide-violence-and-going- 

underground-fosta-sesta/ 

The CLOUD Act - Resources https://slate.com/technology/2018/03/cloud- 

act-microsoft-justice-department-omnibus-spending-bill.html VIDEO - 

https://youtu.be/52ab6RQlUK4 

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/02/cloud-act-dangerous-expansion- 

police-snooping-cross-border-data EBHT Act - End Banking for Human 

Traffickers Act of 2018 

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/115/hr2219/summary CANNABIS 

VIDEO - https://youtu.be/HxTIRod6Kzs PSYCHICS 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychic VIDEO - 

https://youtu.be/Vy5QevHYjL4 

Contact Dyann Bridges at: thebodyhouse@protonmail.com 

 Check out The Body House at: www.thebodyhouse.biz or membership at: 

www.patreon.com/thebodyhouse
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